NEWPORT POWERMEN SAY: ‘AC AGAINST PRICES’

Newport Powerhouse workers are ready to take direct stop-work action with other unions to force back price increases.

A lunch-hour meeting on Tuesday decided this after hearing Rail Union Secretary J. B. Brown. In a resolution the workers:
- Condemned the action of the Govt in granting
- Demanded an immediate
- Recommended that all

FIGHT AGAINST THE SPLITTERS STEPPED UP

From now on the Combined Unions’ Committee will menace to step up the struggle against the splitting tactics of the Right Wing of the Union Council.

T.H.C. CONDEMNED

After Mr. Brown had explained the split tactics of the Right Wing Council executive the meeting condemned another resolution condemning the TUG for its policy of demanding higher wages and lower prices and its conduct of the strike, which included “a deluge of blunders which would make an army officer blush and a court-martial laugh.”

UNIONS PROTEST

Telegram operators opposition to the cuts have been sent to Mr. Hollway and Mr. Cain by the following unions—Tramways, Railways, Carpenters, Engineers, Railwaymen, Stokers, Shipwrights, Fitters, Electricians, and the Building Trades.

Party Launches

The Communist Party in Victoria has launched a £20,000 fighting fund.

The fund was announced at the first meeting of the new committee of the Party, members pledged to give more than £5.

Most of the committee said Party functions on low wages.

Every day it is becoming more and more obvious that the Communist Party is the only Australian political party which is fighting on a real fight in the interests of the people against profiteers, war-mongers, and the curtailment of democratic rights.

To wage this fight effectively the whole work of the Party needs to be stepped up.

£20,000 Fighting Fund

Every day it is becoming more and more obvious that the Communist Party is the only Australian political party which is fighting on a real fight in the interests of the people against profiteers, war-mongers, and the curtailment of democratic rights.

To wage this fight effectively the whole work of the Party needs to be stepped up.

The fund will do this. It will be used for:
- A mighty expansion of Communist Party publicity and organisation.
- Election of Communists to the Federal Parliament.
- Defeat of the Hollway Government.
- Higher living standards, peace, and extension of democratic rights.

SOVIET CU PRICES: WE CUTS JOB

London.—French workers are preparing defensive action to prevent attempts to goad Communist Party leaders Maurice Thorez and Marcel Cachin, and to frame other workers’ leaders as “spies” for refusing to support aggression against France’s ally, and refusing to surrender France’s independence.
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The French Communist Party (CCF) yesterday demanded that the French government should not make any further concessions to the German government.

The Committee of the French Communist Party yesterday demanded that the French government should not make any further concessions to the German government.

The French Workers’ Rally 7

Defend Leaders

From RUPERT LOCKWOOD

London.—French workers are preparing defensive action to prevent attempts to goad Communist Party leaders Maurice Thorez and Marcel Cachin, and to frame other workers’ leaders as “spies” for refusing to support aggression against France’s ally, and refusing to surrender France’s independence.

The General Confederation of Labor, embracing the vast majority of unions, threatens mass action if the government goes against Thorez, the C.C.F.’s publishing office, the C.C.F.’s publishing office, or the C.C.F.’s publishing office, or the C.C.F.’s publishing office.

Interior Minister Maurice’s police are raiding union offices and private homes.

The French Communist Party is mainly the underground movement in France, and the government is afraid of its strength.
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